How to follow #Plenipot

Conversation
#Plenipot is the official hashtag for the conference.

Follow our social channels to stay on top of all the latest news and developments:

Twitter @ITU and @ITUSecGen
LinkedIn
Facebook
Instagram
TikTok

Catch up with interviews, policy statements, feature stories, and more via the ITU PP-22 YouTube playlist.

Subscribe to the ITU podcasts and listen in for insight on how technology is helping shape the world around us.

Proceedings
Webcast and captioning (password-protected)

Coverage
Visit the ITU-PP22 Newsroom for advocacy and communication initiatives at and around the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference. And don't miss the ITU PP-22 Highlights page for updates on conference proceedings.

Photos will be uploaded daily to the ITU PP-22 Flickr album and are licensed for use under Creative Commons attribution-noncommercial-sharealike (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) terms.

Promotional assets for the conference can be downloaded from the ITU PP-22 Trello board.

Subscribe to the ITU Newsletter for regular updates and highlights from PP-22 delivered straight to your inbox.